
he LHC is a proton proton (pp) collider
with a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV
which produced its first collisions last year.
We will first describe how the proton struc-

ture in quarks and gluons can be constrained using
Tevatron data, and what can be expected at the LHC.
Next, we will describe surprising events called exclu-
sive diffractive events which will have important
consequences at the LHC and especially for future
physics projects in ATLAS and CMS, two main expe-
riments at the LHC [1].

QCD studies at Tevatron and lHC
e principle of QCD studies and their interests are
given in Figure 1. Protons can be considered as made
of quarks and gluons. e proton structure is more
complicated than the familiar structure in valence

quarks uud (up-up-down). In most of the kinematical
domain reached at Tevatron or at LHC, the proton
constituents are the valence quarks, the sea quarks
(pairs of quark-antiquarks) and the gluons. e two
variables which characterize the interaction are x, the
fraction of the proton momentum carried by the quark
which interacts, and Q2, the square of the energy trans-
ferred between both protons. Small x-values correspond
to high quark/gluon density, each quark/gluon car-
rying a small fraction of the proton momentum. Q2 acts
like the resolution power of a microscope. When Q 2

gets larger, one sees a larger domain inside the proton,
and the size of the quark/gluon is smaller. e LHC
will allow probing scales in the proton which were
never reached before, by accessing values of x down to
5×10-7 and Q 2 up to 108 GeV2. For comparison, the
Tevatron only reaches Q2 up to 2×105 GeV2.
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Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the theory which describes the strong
interactions between quarks and gluons [1]. We will review some QCD-related
results from the Tevatron, located at Fermilab in Batavia, IL, USA. The Tevatron is
a proton antiproton collider with an energy in the center of mass of almost 2
TeV, which makes it the highest energetic collider in the world before the advent
of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
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� The Fermilab
accelerator
complex accel-
erates protons
and antipro-
tons close to
the speed of
light. The Teva-
tron, four miles
in circumfer-
ence, is the
world's most
powerful
accelerator,
producing
collisions at
the energy of
2 tera electron
volts (TeV). In
a tiny volume,
these collisions
recreate the
conditions
of the early
universe. Two
experiments,
CDF and DZero,
record the par-
ticles emerging
from billions
of collisions
per second.
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Two evolution equations can describe the proton evolu-
tion in Q 2 and x, respectively: the Dokshitzer Gribov
Lipatov Altarelli Parisi (DGLAP) equation in Q 2 and
the Balitski Fadin Kuraev Lipatov (BFKL) equation in x.
Once the quark and gluon distributions are known for
a given value Q0

2, it is possible to use the DGLAP equa-
tion to know them at any Q2 value, and to compare the
results to the measurements performed at Tevatron, for
example.We will describe some examples of such mea-
surements that are fundamental to understand further
the structure of the proton. It is also possible to predict
the evolution in x using the BFKL equation. For a given
Q 2, one looks at the proton for a given value of the
microscope resolution, i.e., for a given area inside the
proton. When x decreases, the number of gluons
increases. At some point, the number is so large that
they start overlapping each other, and one can no longer
neglect the interactions between the different gluons.
is is the saturation domain. One of the challenges for
the LHC is to see this new domain where the standard
evolution equations do not hold.

Constraints of quark and gluon structure
The first measurement sensitive to the proton struc-
ture performed in the two experiments at the
Tevatron (called D0 and CDF) is the inclusive jet
cross section. The event showing the highest jet
transverse momentum is shown in Figure 2. We see
that there are two ‘jets’, bunches of particles origina-
ting from the hadronization of quark and gluons in
dark blue in the lower and upper part of the detec-
tor. The protons were completely destroyed and the
available energy of about 2 TeV was spread in the two
jets and the dark blue proton remnants are seen on
the right and left sides of the detector. The trans-
verse momentum of each jet is of the order of 600
GeV, and the dijet mass of 1.2 TeV, which makes it
one of the highest mass objects ever produced in par-
ticle accelerators.
This kind of events is sensitive to beyond-Standard-
Model effects such as quark substructure and allows
constraining directly the structure of the proton in
quarks and gluons since the rate of jet production is
directly related to it. Calibrating precisely the jet
energy (with a precision of about 1%) using the
energy balance in very clean events, where only one
photon and one jet are present, is quite a complicated
and challenging task but is fundamental to get a pre-
cise measurement of the jet cross section. Data are
compared to DGLAP calculations and a good agree-
ment is found over six orders of magnitude as shown
in Figure 3 [2].
Let us mention that many other measurements such
as dijet mass, multijet cross sections, jet shape, W and
Z boson inclusive production cross sections can also
further constrain the proton structure.
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� FIG. 1: QCD
at hadronic

colliders. Here
x is the fraction

of the proton
momentum

carried by the
quark which

interacts, and
Q2, the square
of the energy

transferred
between

both protons
(see text).

� FIG. 2:
Event with

the highest
transverse

momentum
jets (in dark

blue - D0
experiment)
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How do the uncertainties on the proton
structure affect the lHC potential?
Another question is whether the uncertainty in the pro-
ton structure and also of the QCD calculation can affect
the LHC discovery potential. As an example, the cross
sections for Higgs boson production are known preci-
sely both for background and signal (typical
uncertainties: 5 to 15%). However, to perform QCD cal-
culations, perturbative developments in series of
strong coupling constant are done which leads to addi-
tional uncertainties of about 9%.
On the other hand, the LHC discovery potential (super-
symmetry, Higgs boson, extra dimensions) can be
affected if the background is poorly known because of
the uncertainties on the proton structure. As an exam-
ple, we can quote the effect of new interactions and
extra dimensions, which might be of the same order as
the present gluon and quark density uncertainties for
some values of the parameters.

Mueller-navelet jets
Mueller-Navelet jets are jets produced in pp collisions,
requiring these two jets to be as far away as possible in
polar angle, and to have about the same transverse
energy. The DGLAP evolution equation ensures that
the gluons emitted between these two jets are orde-
red in transverse energy. Since the two jets have
about the same values of transverse energy, the pro-
bability that gluons can be emitted following the
DGLAP equation is very small. On the contrary: the
BFKL prediction is expected to be higher. Another
easier observable is the measurement of the difference
in azimuthal angle Δφ between the two forward jets.
Since there are few gluons emitted for the DGLAP
evolution, Δφ is peaked towards π whereas the BFKL
expectation will lead to a flatter distribution. This
measurement will be performed at Tevatron and LHC
and can be a test of BFKL resummation effects as
well as saturation phenomena [3].

Interest of exclusive events
Before discussing exclusive events, let us introduce dif-
fractive events. In most events, the proton is completely
destroyed aer the interaction and we observe only part
of the proton remnants directly in the detector. In about
1% of the events at Tevatron, the situation is completely
different: no energy above noise level is deposited in the
direction of the proton or antiproton. is can be
explained if the proton stays intact aer the interaction.
ese events are called ”diffractive”.
A schematic view of non-diffractive, inclusive and
exclusive diffractive events at Tevatron or LHC is dis-
played in Figure 4. The upper left plot (1) shows the
“standard” non diffractive events where the Higgs
boson, the dijet or diphotons are produced directly by

a coupling to the proton and shows proton remnants.
The right plot (2) displays the standard diffractive
exchange where the protons remain intact after inter-
action and the total available energy is used to
produce the heavy object (Higgs boson, dijets, dipho-
tons...) and the remnants. The third class of processes
is displayed in the bottom left figure (3), namely the
exclusive diffractive production. In this kind of
events, the full energy is used to produce the heavy
object and no energy is lost. It means that for this kind
of events all particles produced in the final state can
be detected, for instance the final state protons and
the Higgs boson [4].
ere is an important consequence for the diffractive
exclusive events: the kinematical properties, such as the
mass of the produced object or its spin can be compu-
ted very precisely using the information on the intact
protons. As an example, the mass of the Higgs boson if
produced in this way can be computed with an accu-
racy of 2 to 3% [4].
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� FIG. 3: Jet
cross section as
a function of
jet transverse
momentum in
six bins corre-
sponding to
different jet
angles.

� FIG. 4:
Scheme of non
diffractive,
inclusive and
exclusive dif-
fractive events
at the Tevatron
or the LHC



� FIG. 5:
Discovery

potential on
new quartic

WWγγ and
ZZγγ couplings

using the
data at

the LHC [9].
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almost four orders of magnitude at LHC using the full
luminosity as shown in Figure 5 [9], and it will be pos-
sible to test the Higgsless or extra dimension theories
where these couplings appear naturally.

Future Detectors at lHC
To perform the potential studies described above, the
ATLAS and CMS collaborations have the project to
install forward detectors at 220-240 and 420 m allo-
wing to measure precisely the position and arrival
time of the intact protons in the final state. Timing
detectors are also especially interesting for medical
applications since they would allow improving the
present resolution of the PET imaging detectors by
one order of magnitude. �
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Exclusive events at Tevatron
e CDF collaboration searched for exclusive events in
many different channels and especially measured the so-
called dijet mass fraction in dijet events – the ratio of the
mass carried by the two jets produced in the event divided
by the total mass – when both protons are intact in the
final state [5].e diffractive exclusive events appear when
the dijet mass fraction is close to 1 (we recall that in exclu-
sive events, only two jets are produced and nothing else).
Adding exclusive events to the distribution of the dijet mass
fraction leads to a good description of CDF data [6].

Exclusive Higgs production
One special interest of diffractive events at the LHC is
related to the existence of exclusive events and the
search for Higgs bosons at low mass in the diffractive
mode especially in the supersymmetric scenario, an
extension of the Standard Model in particle physics.
Many studies were performed recently [4,7,8] to study
in detail the signal over background for supersymme-
tric Higgs boson production in particular, and most of
the supersymmetric parameter space can be covered
using the first years of data taking at LHC.

Photon-induced processes
Photon-induced processes at LHC, and especially WW
boson production [9,10],are especially interesting.e cross
sections of these processes are computed with high precision
using Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) calculations, and
an experimental observation leading to differences with
expectations would be a signal due to beyond-Standard-
Model effects.e experimental signature of such processes
is the decay products of the W boson in the main ATLAS
or CMS detectors (two main experiments at LHC) and the
presence of the intact scattered protons in the final state.
New physics beyond the Standard Model can manifest
itself as a modification or appearance of W or Z boson
couplings such as the triple WWγ, ZZγ, or quartic
WWγγ, ZZγγ couplings. It is worth noticing that many
observed events are expected at high energy where
beyond-Standard-Model effects are expected. e pre-
sent sensitivity on quartic couplings can be improved by
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